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S E P T E M B E R

This is one of my favorite annual issues of 
The Harbor Light because it focuses on 

the future of some of our most deserving team 
members and their children. This impressive 
group of scholars is expanding their horizons 
to become nurses, physical therapists, 
electrical engineers, a lawyer with an emphasis 
in immigration law, dentistry, microbiology 
and cell sciences and emergency management 
certification. In addition, two team members 
are furthering their leadership skills in 
healthcare administration. I am so proud of 
this entire class.  

Recently, I read an interesting article in 
Harvard Business Review (HBR), The Future-
Proof Organization, which focused on how to 
rebuild your workforce for the post-pandemic 
world.  

The HBR article suggests that the future-
proof organization must continue to build 
upon its foundation of front-line workers, but 
to place equal emphasis on getting the rest 
of your team further engaged in technology 
and “Don’t Cut Back on Management 
Development.”

Katie Sloan, President of LeadingAge, who 
stated recently in Washington to a group of 
legislatures, “Direct care workers are the heart 
of aging services.” 

Katie is right and I would add that for a Life 
Plan Community such as Plymouth Harbor, it 
also takes a village to deliver our mission.

I see this year’s class of scholars as an 
example of thinking ahead and preparing 

Plymouth Harbor for its 
next chapter following 
the pandemic. This class 
will produce nurses and 
physical therapist who 
will be further groomed 
in healthcare-related 
technology; assisting 
those who want to pursue 
a career in the U.S. from other countries by 
helping candidates through the immigration 
legal process; preparing a future scientist to 
better understand cell sciences — which we 
all have a greater appreciation for during this 
time of addressing the COVID challenges; 
better preparing for climate change by further 
education and certifying one of our team 
members in emergency management.  

In closing, I also believe strongly in 
identifying emerging leaders and doing 
something to cultivate them and that speaks 
to the two scholars who will be enrolled in the 
LeadingAge Leadership Academy to better 
prepare them and Plymouth Harbor for our 
long-term future.

Again, to say I'm proud of this class is an 
understatement. I hope you enjoy this issue of 
The Harbor Light.

Harry Hobson
President & CEO

The Inspiration of Our Next Leaders
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Compiled by Beth Watson | Vice President of Philanthropy
 & Emmalee Molay | Communications Manager

Since the inception of The Plymouth Harbor 
Foundation scholarship program in 2013, nearly 

$250,000 in scholarships have been awarded to more than 
100 team members and their children! All thanks to YOU!

Even during the ongoing whirlwind 
of the COVID-19 pandemic, we set 
records. This year, the incoming 
class of scholarship winners totaled 
26 individuals — the most ever — 
receiving more than $75,000. And 
of course, none of this would be 
possible without our residents and 
other contributors who generously 
made donations to the Foundation’s 
Employee Assistance Scholarship 
Fund. The request for funds was so 
great, in fact, many of our named 
scholarships were split among 
multiple scholars. We remain very 
appreciative to all the residents 
who established named annual 
scholarships and 
of course the 
residents who 
established endowed 
scholarships. 
Together they enable 
us to help elevate 
our team members.

"It's inspiring to see the number 
of individuals, many of whom are 
working full-time while attending 
school to pursue the next steps in 
their careers," said Beth Watson, Vice 
President of Philanthropy. "We have 
never had to shuffle around as much 
as we have this year to make sure we 
awarded the most possible. 

"The majority of scholars are 
studying for careers in the health 
sciences field, so it's a true honor 
to be able to assist our so deserving 
team members and their children." 
We can't wait to see what this next 
generation of scholars accomplish as 
the emerging leaders of tomorrow. 

We wish them 
all the best with 
their studies and 
offer our sincere 
congratulations 
on all their 
achievements so 
far!

HITTING MARKTHE
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Andrea Borhman — Recipient of the Gaylord Family Scholarship and the 
Roger and Eleanor Weiss Scholarship: Andrea is an LPN working in the Seaside 
Assisted Living and Starr Memory Care Residences, as well as The Smith Care 
Center. She is starting her second year at the State College of Florida working 
towards her Associate of Science in Nursing. Congratulations Andrea!

Cherlande Dieudonne — Recipient of a Resident Association Scholarship, a 
Foundation Scholarship and the Mattson Family Scholarship: Cherlande is a CNA 

in The Starr Memory Care Residence. Cherlande is attending Merworld School of 
Nursing in pursuit of her Associate of Science in Nursing. Congratulations Cherlande!

Dayana Escobedo — Recipient of the Thomas W. and Marcia F. Ward Scholarship, 
the Mattson Family Scholarship and the Harriet Josenhanss Scholarship: A CNA in 
Home Care, Dayana graduated in 2001 as a Medical Doctor in Cuba. Since arriving in 
the U.S. four years ago, she has been working as a CNA. Dayana is in an accelerated 
program at EDP University in Puerto Rico to receive her Bachelor of Science in 
Nursing, then on to become a Nurse Practitioner. Congratulations Dayana!

Gloria Rouchon — Recipient of a Foundation Scholarship: Gloria is the daughter 
of Charlemise Germain, a Care Partner in The Starr Memory Care Residence. 

Gloria is attending State College of Florida working towards obtaining an Associate 
of Science in Nursing then onto receiving her Bachelor of Science in Nursing. Gloria 

hopes to advance to become a Nurse Practitioner. Congratulations Gloria!

Alena Scandura — Recipient of The Harry and Nancy Hobson Leadership 
Development Grant: Alena is our Emergency Management Coordinator. With 

this grant, Alena is able to obtain her Emergency Administration and Management 
certification online from St. Petersburg College. Congratulations Alena!

Curtis Corneal — Recipient of The Harry and Nancy Hobson Leadership 
Development Grant: Curtis is our Director of Dining Services. With this grant, Curtis 
will attend LeadingAge Florida's Leadership Academy — a one-year program with a 
group of distinguished fellows from around the state. Congratulations Curtis!

Danielle Phillips — Recipient of a Resident Association Scholarship 
and a Foundation Scholarship: Danielle is an LPN working in The Starr 

Memory Care Residence. She is attending Galen School of Nursing in 
pursuit of obtaining a Bachelor of Science in Nursing. Danielle would like to 

then specialize and become a Nurse Anesthetist. Congratulations Danielle!

HITTING MARKTHE
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LaToya Jackson — Recipient of a Resident Association Scholarship, a Foundation 
Scholarship and the Roger and Eleanor Weiss Scholarship: LaToya is an LPN in The 

Seaside Assisted Living and Starr Memory Care Residences. She is attending State 
College of Florida to obtain her Associate of Science in Nursing. Congratulations LaToya!

Kate Meyer — Recipient of a Foundation Scholarship and the Darlene J. 
and Richard P. Carroll Scholarship: Kate is the daughter of Joy Meyer, Support 

Service Coordinator in Concierge Care Management. Kate is attending Florida 
State University majoring in Criminology with a minor in Political Science. She 
has her sights on attending Law School in the future. Congratulations Kate!

Loren Sanchez — Recipient of a Foundation Scholarship: Loren is the daughter of 
Lissette Sanchez, a CNA in The Smith Care Center. Loren is attending State College of 
Florida to obtain a Bachelor of Science in Exercise Science then onto a master’s and 
doctorate degree in Physical Therapy. A recent high school graduate, Loren was in Junior 
ROTC and was also involved with color guard and drill team. Congratulations Loren!

Lourdes Blanc — Recipient of the Charleen Sessions Scholarship, the Marita 
and Albert Marsh Scholarship and the Mattson Family Scholarship: Lourdes is an 

LPN in our Seaside Assisted Living Residence, joining us in the midst of the pandemic. 
She first attended Florida Community College, then worked as a Home Health Aide. 

Inspired by her older sister Nancy, who is an RN, Lourdes is studying for her Associate 
of Science in Nursing from Rasmussen University. Congratulations Lourdes!

Makayla Lima — Recipient of the Bruce Crawford and Joan Sheil Scholarship and 
the Mattson Family Scholarship: Makalya is the daughter of Raquel Lima, a Care 
Partner in The Starr Memory Care Residence. She is studying at Valencia College 
and will transfer to the University of Central Florida to continue her studies in 
Health Sciences. She aspires to become an eye doctor. Congratulations Makayla!

Kimberly Corea Ibarra — Recipient of a Resident Association Scholarship: 
Kimberly is the daughter of Osmara Corea, a Server in Dining Services. 
Kimberly is already an LPN and works as a medical assistant at the Sarasota 
Center for Digestive Disease. She is also a student at State College of Florida 
working towards a Bachelor of Science in Nursing. Congratulations Kimberly!

HITTING MARKTHE
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Melissa Berthold St. Louis — Recipient of the Veronica Holak 
Barton Scholarship: Melissa is a Server in Dining Services. She has 

set her sights on becoming a Dental Hygienist and is in her second 
and final year at the State College of Florida. Congratulations Melissa!

Nataliya Susha — Recipient of the Veronica Holak Barton Scholarship: Nataliya 
is the Accounts Payable Coordinator in Accounting and is attending State College 

of Florida. She is pursing a certification for English for Academic Purposes, which is 
required to earn advanced college degrees in Florida. Congratulations Nataliya!

Nicholas Moulton — Recipient of the Tom and Sallie Luebbe Scholarship: Nicholas is 
the son of Evelyn Allen Moulton, a Nurse in The Smith Care Center. Nicholas is attending 

the University of Florida, Levin School of Law. Nicholas in interested in the fields of 
Immigration Law, Intellectual Property and Policy Drafting. Congratulations Nicholas!

Obietta Siebo — Recipient of a Resident Association Scholarship and 
the Mattson Family Scholarship: Obietta is a Care Partner in The Seaside 

Assisted Living Residence. Obietta is attending the Merworld School of 
Nursing to receive her Associate of Science in Nursing. Congratulations Obietta!

Nathan Stotler — Recipient of a Foundation Scholarship: Nathan is the son of 
Kathleen Stotler, a CNA in Home Care. Nathan is in the physical therapy assistant 
program at the State College of Florida. He anticipates furthering his education 
by receiving his Bachelor of Science in Health Sciences and then advancing to 
a doctorate degree in Physical Therapy. Congratulations Nathan!

Nadia Gutierrez — Recipient of the Tom and Sallie Luebbe Scholarship: Nadia first 
started as a CNA and then became an LPN working in The Smith Care Center and also The 
Seaside Assisted Living and Starr Memory Care Residences. She is currently enrolled in the 
Associate of Science in Nursing program at State College of Florida. Congratulations Nadia!

Nicole Bush — Recipient of the Bernard and Mildred Doyle Charitable Trust 
Scholarship: Nicole is an LPN in The Smith Care Center and is studying at Galen 
College of Nursing to obtain a Bachelor of Science in Nursing. Congratulations Nicole!

HITTING MARKTHE
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Odane Lennox — Recipient of a Foundation Scholarship and the James Arnsby 
Scholarship: Odane is the son of Carlene Harris-Anderson, a CNA in The Smith 

Care Center. He has his Associate of Arts from State College of Florida and is now 
pursuing his Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering at the University of Central 
Florida. He hopes to work in the computer and gaming field. Congratulations Odane!

Prudny Bonnaire Fils — Recipient of the Marita and Albert Marsh Scholarship: 
Prudny is the son of Fhadia Bonnaire Fils, a CNA working in Home Care. Prudny, 

a recent high school graduate, is studying microbiology and cell science at the 
University of Florida, with a goal of obtaining a Master of Science in Public Health, 

after which he hopes for a career in epidemiology. Congratulations Prudny!

Stephanie Springer — Recipient of a Foundation Scholarship, the Marita 
and Albert Marsh Scholarship and the Harriet Josenhanss Scholarship: 

Stephanie is an LPN in Concierge Care Management. Stephanie is studying 
at Galen College of Nursing for her Associate of Science in Nursing, then onto 

her Bachelor of Science in Nursing. Aside from working full-time and going to 
college, she is also a mother to two young boys. Congratulations Stephanie!

Olivia Bruneman — Recipient of the Collinsworth Scholarship and the Roger 
and Eleanor Weiss Scholarship: Olivia is the daughter of Jennifer Bruneman, a Life 
Plan Counselor. Olivia is a full-time student at University of South Florida where she 
is studying health sciences. She plans on attending Physician Assistant graduate 
school to become a PA working in the field of dermatology. Congratulations Olivia!

Sarah Burris — Recipient of the Roger and Eleanor Weiss Scholarship: Sarah is 
the daughter of Debra Burris, a Server in Dining Services. Sarah is beginning her 
freshman year at the University of North Dakota where she will study nursing. 
In high school, she participated in band, did volunteer work in the community 
and was a member of the National Honor Society. Congratulations Sarah!

Summer Rentsch — Recipient of The Harry and Nancy Hobson Leadership 
Development Grant: Summer is our Director of Wellness & Programming. With this grant, 
Summer will attend LeadingAge Florida's Leadership Academy — a one-year program 
with a group of distinguished fellows from around the state. Congratulations Summer!

HITTING MARKTHE
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Have you ever wondered 
about the origin of the 
artwork hanging in the 
Mayflower Dining Room?

Check out a published 
book of artists and 
descriptions as you walk 
in to the dining room for 

lunch or dinner. The book is located on 
a pedestal just next to the doors that lead 
in to Pilgrim Hall. It is also available to 
view on the Resident Portal.

The publishing of the book was funded 
by the Ruth Carmichael Fund, which is 
dedicated to art and administered by The 
Plymouth Harbor Foundation.

BEAUTIFUL SIGHT

Plymouth Harbor would like 
to welcome back Liz Sparr 
as its Director of Sales and 
Community Relations.

Liz joins the family once again 
after previously serving as a 
Life Plan Counselor for more 
than seven years. During that 
time, Liz established invaluable 
relationships with residents 
as she helped them transition 
during their moves to Plymouth 
Harbor.

During her time away from 
Plymouth Harbor, she served as 
a Philanthropy Advisor at The 
Tidewell Foundation, which 
she said only strengthened her 
connection to long-term care.

“I developed such special 

friendships with 
Plymouth Harbor 
residents, that it was 
really emotional to 
see them for the first 
time in a year and 
a half,” Liz said. “I 
realized how much I 
missed them. Especially during 
COVID, I wasn’t able to visit 
and it was really difficult.”

Liz is overseeing all sales 
and marketing components 
of Plymouth Harbor, along 
with internal and external 
communications. She said one 
of the most exciting things about 
returning is the opportunity to 
build upon Plymouth Harbor’s 
reputation by strengthening its 

marketing through 
the addition of 
technology.

“I’m really 
looking forward 
to connecting our 
residents with our 

Harbor Club members in a 
more meaningful way,” Liz said. 

Liz’s background is in art 
and design, and she holds 
a Bachelor of Arts degree 
in constructed textiles from 
Middlesex University in 
London. She and her husband, 
Jay, live on St. Armands Key.

“It’s really great to be back, 
and I love the commute, too,” 
Liz said.

Welcome back, Liz!

FAMILIAR FACE
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Members of the Activities team in The 
Smith Care Center recently had a blast singing 
to the residents, traveling through the hallways 
while many residents were quarantined due to 
observation. 

Residents enjoyed songs and antics as 
the singers traveled through SCC with 
performances of Boogie Woogie Bugle 

Boy, Take 
Me Home 
Country 
Roads, When 
You’re Smiling and This Land Is Your Land.  

Lots of smiles and movements were seen 
from the residents as the team played and 
sang their hearts out.

KEEPING JOY

GREAT MOVE

Plymouth Harbor 
congratulates Steven Parsons 
on his recent promotion 
to Director of Information 
Technology.

Steven was hired as part of 
the family in 2018, in which 
he began as IT Specialist. 
Since then, he has introduced 
IT support in-house for 
both residents and team 
members, while improving the 
infrastructure of the department 
and the entire organization for 
what is to come in years ahead.

As he continues with 
Plymouth Harbor, Steven said 
he is most looking forward to 
introducing additional systems 
and solutions that will benefit 

the entire community.
“It’s really important that 

we are able to connect as a 
team, whether that be person-
to-person or offsite,” Steven 
said. “Technology can make 
everybody’s life a lot easier 
and makes everything more 
organized.”

Steven’s expertise comes 
from working in the IT industry 
since 1998. He has served as 
the administrator or director for 
multiple companies 
worldwide and has 
specialized in things 
such as cloud-based 
technology and server 
hardware. Originally 
from England, he 

also served in the British Royal 
Engineers as a combat engineer 
in multiple countries. 

He adds one of his favorite 
memories so far at Plymouth 
Harbor was receiving his U.S. 
Citizenship in 2019. Steven, his 
wife, DesCygne, and his two 
daughters, Joanne and Lee, live 
in Sarasota.

“It’s been a pleasure working 
here since the first day I got 
here,” Steven said. “I look 

forward to being able to 
continue helping 
residents and team 
members with day-
to-day technology.”

Congratulations, 
Steven!
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SUPER YUMMY

A big thank you goes out to the 
Residents Association for donating 
funds so team members were able to 
enjoy a meal from Nellie's Deli during 
their recent 2021 Virtual Health Fair!

As a reminder, residents may donate 
money at any time to the staff lunch 
fund — there are two options. 

The first option is to donate any 
leftover dining funds from 2020-2021 
you may have. This can be done 
through December 31, 2021. The 
second option is to donate current 
dining funds from the 2021-2022 dining 
cycle at any time. If you are unsure 

of your dining 
balance or to 
make a donation 
to the fund, 
please contact 
the Accounting 
Department.

Residents may 
also inquire about 
their balance or 
how else to use their 
excess 2020-2021 
dining balance with 
the Dining Services 
Department.

There's no 
doubt the world 
is going through 
some tough times, 
so a quick "thank 
you" can go a long 
way in making 
someone's day.

Don't forget to 
stay kind!

STAY KIND
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LET'S GET LIVE

Monday, September 6 at 5:30 to 7 p.m. in the Mayflower Restaurant — Join us for acoustic 
guitar or piano entertainment for Monday Melodies in the Mayflower. Music will also be 
played on Monday, September 13, Monday, September 20 and Monday, September 27.

Every Friday at 7:30 p.m. in Pilgrim Hall — Friday night movies in Pilgrim Hall! 
Check the Weekly Flyer for movie titles each week and join friends to watch!

Every Monday at 7:30 p.m. in Pilgrim Hall — Monday mini-series shown in 
Pilgrim Hall! Continuing with the series "Designated Survivor" — Who is in 
line of succession to be the next President when the president and most of the 
Cabinet are wiped out?

Check out some featured live programming for the month of September. For any 
questions, please contact Anne Casanova at Ext. 252 or AnneC@plymouthharbor.org.

Tuesday, September 7 and September 21 at 2 
p.m. in Pilgrim Hall — “Tuesday Tech at Two” 
features computer and technology instructor, 
Claire Emanuel to teach a technology session. 
The class runs for one hour, but you may sign 
up ahead of time to meet with her after class to 
help you individually with specific issues. These 
appointments are between 3 to 5 p.m. Claire will 
be here every two weeks. Please call Anne with any 
questions, to sign-up for the session and to sign-up 
for one-on-one with Claire afteward.

Every Tuesday and Thursday at 4 p.m. beginning on Tuesday, September 7 — Join the 
group to play Bocce with friends on the back terrace behind the outdoor pool through 
November 15.
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Monday, September 20 through Sunday, September 26 
— September's week for "Destination Dining" will take you 
through Asia! Keep an eye out for several lectures, movies and 
entertainment associated with the theme throughout the week! 
Don't forget to bring your Destination Dining Passports with you for 
your stamp. Dinner Reservations may be made by calling Ext. 258.

Wednesday, September 15 from 9 to 11:30 a.m. (East 
Garden Colony Room) — Residents should call Anne 
Casanova at Ext. 252 to schedule appointment for a 
FREE Hearing Spa Clinic. Please specify if appointment 
is for wax removal, cleaning screening or hearing 
screening.

Every 
Wednesday 

beginning on September 15 from 3 to 5 p.m. 
(Activity Alcove) — a Table Tennis League 
will be held for residents to participate in. 
Anyone interested should contact Anita Pihl 
at Ext. 155 or email anitapihl@aol.com by 4 
p.m. on Tuesdays to sign up!

Tuesday, September 14 at noon in the Café — L.A.L.A. 
(Lunch and Learn Art) with renowned photographer 
Wayne Eastep. As a Master Photographer Wayne has been 
celebrated for his fine art, commercial and documentary 
photography. He has traveled the globe photographing 
commissions and assignments for National Geographic, 
Smithsonian Magazine, Fortune 500 companies including 
Nikon, Canon, Olympus and Polaroid. Wayne has produced and published six books of 
his photography and lectured at museums and universities. A $25 fee includes art lecture 
and catered lunch of chicken Caesar salad. Contact Anne Casanova to reserve your spot.
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Wednesday, September 22 at 4 p.m. in Pilgrim Hall — 
Enjoy a presentation on acupuncture from Martha Huie, 
AP. Martha is the founder and owner of Acupuncture 
Anywhere and is licensed as an Acupuncture Physician by 
The State of Florida. She has a passion for helping people 
and spreading knowledge about Traditional Chinese 
Medicine.

Martha has been a member of the faculty of East West 
College of Natural Medicine and teaches at Sarasota 
School of Massage Therapy offering CEU’s for licensed 
Massage Therapists.

Prior to becoming an Acupuncture Physician, Martha had a fascinating and diverse 
career in business and theatre. She has served on numerous boards of directors, raised 
money for multiple charities, and served as a community ambassador. Professionally 
trained in theatre, Martha is an engaging speaker on radio, television and before live 
audiences. Her knowledge of Traditional Chinese Medicine is extensive and she 
makes the topic accessible to all audiences.

Thursday, September 23 at 7:30 p.m. in Pilgrim Hall — Enjoy a wonderful 
presentation of an Asian-inspired performance. Stay tuned for details soon!

Monday, September 30 at 7:30 p.m. in Pilgrim Hall — Nathan Marsh, illusionist, 
comes to us from Orlando for a magical performance. Over the course of a career 
that has included television, corporate events, cruise ships, casinos, trade shows and 
comedy clubs; Nathan has performed in 13 countries, on Penn & Teller Fool Us and 
is a regular headliner at House of Cards in Nashville, Tennessee. His corporate event 
performances led Event Solutions 
Magazine to name him a finalist 
for "Entertainer of the Year," while 
in the pages of MAGIC Magazine 
Joanie Spina described his work as 
“a breath of fresh air.” In addition to 
performing full time, he is a review 
columnist for Genii Magazine.
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CONSERVATION TIP

The Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) 
has been collecting and 
reporting on the generation 
and disposition of municipal 
waste in the United States 
for more than 35 years. 
The most recent data shows 
that 292.4 million tons 
of municipal solid waste 
(MSW) was generated in 
2018. That amounts to 4.9 
pounds of waste per person 
per day. Approximately 69 
MSW were recycled and 
25 MSW were composted.  
Another 17.7 MSW of 
food waste were managed 
by other methods. About 
146 MSW were landfilled 
with food being the largest 
component at 24% and 
plastics next at 18%.

By comparison, in 1960, 
Americans generated 2.68 
pounds of waste per person 
per day. The ever-increasing 
use of plastics is a significant 
contributor to the increase 
of over 80% in waste 
generated per person.

For many years, the U.S. 

exported waste materials to 
China which recycled some 
of the material, combusted 
some and disposed of some 
by various means. Much 
of the material sent to 
China was “contaminated” 
and not suitable for 
recycling, so they essentially 
terminated the import of 
waste materials in 2018 and 
upended recycling in the 
U.S. Plastic recycling was 
especially affected as the 
capacity to recycle much of 
the plastic materials was and 
is very limited.

In Sarasota County all 
plastic items marked with a 
#1 through #7 in a triangle 
are collected. In most of 
the country only items 
marked with a #1(PET) or 
#2(HDPE) are collected, 
as there is minimal capacity 
or interest in recycling 
plastic materials above 
#2. Although companies 
that use a lot of plastic for 
detergents, sodas, etc. have 
indicated a plan to use 
more recycled plastic, their 

interest is limited to clean, 
uncontaminated containers. 
Also, plastic items can only 
be recycled once or twice so 
best practice would be not to 
make them. Cheap natural 
gas, the primary source 
for new plastic items, also 
mitigates against recycling.

Despite these limitations, 
it is still important to 
emphasize recycling efforts.  
Paper and cardboard 
are major items that are 
recycled, as are aluminum 
and steel cans. It is very 
important to be sure that 
any items you put in the 
recycle rooms are clean and 
dry. No food contamination 
is acceptable.  Be sure that 
you know what items are 
allowed and which ones are 
not. If in doubt, throw it 
out. Even more important 
is avoiding plastic packaging 
and other items whenever 
you can; this includes such 
items as plastic bags, plastic 
straws, plastic eating utensils, 
plastic bottled water and 
plastic takeout containers.

Submitted by Richard March — Conservation Committee

AROUND CAMPUS
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W E L C O M E ,  N E W  F R I E N D S !
I n t r o d u c i n g  y o u r  n e w e s t  n e i g h b o r s

J A N  G R U N W A L D
A p a r t m e n t  T- 6 1 2 ;  E x t .  3 1 0

Jan is a lady 
of many talents, 
professionally and 
personally, and 
of many interests. 
Her family is 
from Kentucky; 
however, they lived 
in several states 
due to her father’s 
work during her 
childhood. Jan’s 
independent streak and love for 
travel may have started then.

She graduated from the 
University of Kentucky with a 
double major in Chemistry and 
Geology. Jan worked in the virus 
research lab at the University 
of Michigan before deciding to 
change careers. She arrived at 
the Ford Motor Company for an 
interview and was asked if she 
was there for a typing test(!). 
Her interviewer was much 
surprised when she replied 
she was seeking the Quality 
Engineer position. She got the 
job, but five years later she 
returned to the University of 
Kentucky’s medical research lab. 
This was a very fortuitous move 

for it was there 
that she met her 
future husband, 
Claus, a professor 
and lecturer at the 
University.

After they 
married, Claus 
was offered the 
opportunity to 
lecture at the 
University of 

Strasbourg in France and they 
spent a happy and interesting 
year abroad. When they 
returned, Jan decided to change 
career paths once again and 
chose real estate, becoming 
a broker and GRI in Illinois. 
Real estate gave her more 
control over her time and more 
flexibility for extended personal 
travel. Their wanderlust took 
them to Europe and Asia and 
points in between. When not 
traveling, Jan got involved in 
Girl Scout activities and in 
helping students with reading 
difficulties.

Jan is close to her two step-
children who she helped raise 
from an early age. Her extended 

family includes three step-
grandchildren.

Claus took early retirement 
and they moved to Lido 
Key where they owned a 
condominium. Soon thereafter 
they bought a sailboat. Jan 
has always liked the outdoors 
and sailing provided many 
opportunities to enjoy the fresh 
air. Before long, they decided 
to rent their condominium and 
live on their sailboat for five 
years, exploring the Bahamas 
and Florida waters.

After returning to land, they 
bought a vacation home in 
North Carolina. Eventually, they 
came back to Lido Key where 
they lived until Claus’ passing 
and Jan’s eventual move to 
Plymouth Harbor.

In spite of her very busy life, 
Jan became an accomplished 
watercolor and pastels artist. 
Some of her beautiful paintings 
decorate her apartment. She 
knows she has lived a fortunate, 
full life, has traveled to many 
beautiful places and has made 
many good friends. A new life 
chapter has begun!

B y  G r e t c h e n  D a w s o n  —  B i o g r a p h y  C o m m i t t e e
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Beth Watson has been the Vice President of Philanthropy of The Plymouth Harbor 
Foundation since 2019. Please feel free to call her with questions or comments at Ext. 398.

The Spirit  f PhilanthropyThe Spirit  f Philanthropy

The Spirit  f PhilanthropyThe Spirit  f Philanthropy

The Plymouth Harbor Foundation 
is pleased to announce Summer 

Rentsch, Director of Wellness & 
Programming, and Curtis Corneal, Director 
of Dining Services, who have been chosen 
by Plymouth Harbor as emerging leaders 
and awarded The Harry and Nancy 
Hobson Leadership Development Grant. 
Summer and Curtis have been nominated 
and selected for the LeadingAge Florida’s 
Leadership Academy. They join a group of 
distinguished fellows from around Florida 
to embark on a unique year-long journey 
to experience personal and professional 
growth designed specifically to cultivate 
high potential, transformational leaders 
in the field of aging services. They will 
participate in learning experiences 
including leadership, self-reflection, 
innovation, change, advocacy, 
partnerships and work-life balance.

Summer joined Plymouth Harbor as 
the Director of Wellness in 2018 as a 
contractor with HealthFit, powered by 
Sarasota Memorial Hospital. Since then, 
she has exceeded every expectation 
for expanding and maintaining our 
exceptional wellness program for 

residents 
and team 
members. 
In January 
of 2020, 
Summer 
officially 
became a 
Plymouth 
Harbor 
team 
member 
and in 
January 2021 was promoted to Director 
of Wellness & Programming when she 
assumed responsibility for programming 
and special events at Plymouth Harbor.

Curtis joined Plymouth Harbor in 2020, 
at the height of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
He immediately got to work listening to 
resident input, hiring a new Executive 
Chef while expanding the menu for 
both residents and team members. His 
unwavering “gold star” attitude and 
standards will ensure Plymouth Harbor 
residents the highest level of dining 
services they deserve.

Congratulations Summer and Curtis!

Two Additional Harry and Nancy Hobson 
Leadership Development Grants Awarded for 2021
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New in the Library

The Code Breaker by Walter Isaakson*

Creating Life Before Death by Bernard Phillips*

Nonsense Literature for Children...Aesop to Seuss by 

Celia Catlett Anderson and Marilyn Fain Apseloff*

The Accomplice by Joseph Kanon

The Consequences of Fear by Jacqueline Winspear

The Finisher by Peter Lovesey*

The Glass Hotel by Emily St John Mandel*

Golden Girl by Elin Hildebrand

Good Company by Cynthia D'Aprix Sweeney*

The Last Year of the War by Susan Meissner*

Snook Wallow by Janet Heijens*

That Summer by Jennifer Weiner LP

Three Women Disappear by James Patterson*

Tom Clancy: Duty and Honor by Grant Blackwood LP

Under the Wave at Waemea by Paul Theroux*

Where the Crawdads Sing by Delia Owens LP*

Where the Grass is Green and the Girls are Pretty by Lauren Weisberger*

Fiction

Non-Fiction *donated resident author

New in the Library
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HARBOR FAITH

Dick Sparrow has been the chaplain at Plymouth Harbor since 2016. His page for The Harbor Light 
entitled Harbor Faith runs monthly. Please feel free to call him with questions or comments at Ext. 587.

The Summer Season

One of  my closest 
colleagues in 

Massachusetts was the best 
conversationalist I knew — 
she could easily engage with 
all persons . . . simply by 
asking fascinating questions 
about their lives. This was a 
technique of  Susan’s — she 
remembered what people 
shared with her and five years 
later would remind them of  
the trip to Ireland they spoke 
about when she first met them! 
Susan died of  cancer some 
years ago and she took with 
her a lifetime of  fascinating 
conversations with countless 
interesting people! Susan 
was full of  wonder . . . that 
was part of  what made her 
questions so open, searching 
and life-filled.

Psychiatrist Allred Margulies 
once proposed that wonder 
is what’s really required to 

understand another human 
being. Wonder, he wrote, 
‘promotes a searching attitude 
of  simultaneously knowing 
and not knowing.’ It blends 
astonishment with curiosity, 
a winsome combination that 
ends up fostering a deep 
appreciation of  the other. 
Wonder and curiosity keep us 
from behaving as if  we have 
other people figured out.

Children are exemplars of  
curiosity. The questions they 
ask often have as much to do 
with relationship as they do 
with gaining new information.  
When a child asks, ‘Why do 
grown-ups sometimes cry 
when they’re happy?’ or ‘Do 
ants survive being flushed 
down the toilet?’ she gains the 
attention of  another person 
and hopes for a response. 
Relationship is at stake. If  an 
adult squelches the ‘why?’ of  

HARBOR FAITH
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a child, the relationship gets 
thwarted.

In the case of  our spiritual 
lives, questions of  God and of  
other people are essential to 
the character of  faith. To be 
without questions of  God is 
less an indication of  confident 
faith and more of  a lack of  
spiritual depth.

One of  the more curious 
and interesting persons at 
Plymouth Harbor slipped me 
this prayer recently and I think 
it illustrates both curiosity and 
deep faith, tinged with humor 
and truth!

‘Now Lord, you’ve known 
me a long time. You know me 
better than I know myself. 
You know that each day I am 
growing older and someday 
may even be very old, so 
meanwhile please keep me from 
the habit of  thinking I must 
say something on every subject 
and on every occasion.

‘Release me from trying 
to straighten out everyone’s 
affairs. Make me thoughtful, 
but not moody, helpful but not 
overbearing. I have a certain 
amount of  knowledge to share, 
still it would be very nice to 

have a few friends who, at the 
end, recognized and forgave the 
knowledge I lacked.

‘Keep my tongue free from 
the recital of  endless details. 
Seal my lips on my aches and 
pains: they increase daily and 
the need to speak of  them 
becomes almost a compulsion. 
I ask for grace enough to listen 
to the retelling of  others’ 
afflictions, and to be helped to 
endure them with patience.

‘I would like to have improved 
memory, but I’ll settle for 
growing humility and an 
ability to capitulate when 
my memory clashes with the 
memory of  others. Teach 
me the glorious lesson that 
on some occasions, I may be 
mistaken.

‘Keep me reasonably kind: I’ve 
never aspired to be a saint — 
saints must be rather difficult 
to live with — yet on the other 
hand, an embittered old person 
is a constant burden.

‘Please give me the ability to 
see good in unlikely places and 
talents in unexpected people.  
And give me the grace to tell 
them so!’

Amen!
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